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We wound ourselves in 

thee skin ov an old 

wolf 

Wrapped up in our 

coffin 

Sleepless eyes 

peering out into thee 

sinister darkness 

We take her for our 

bride 

Is this nirvana?? 

Is this satori?? 

What is thee darkness 

if not a clever 

friend?? 
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We make our play to 

thoth thee god ov 

writers 

We ennoble thee image 

with blood and spit 

and semen 

This is an old game 

and we play it well 

We take thee muzak ov 

thee night and we 

play it to our ears 

Is this nirvana?? 
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Is this satori?? 

 

TIME is an illusion 

in thee dark world 

Thee wolf’s skin is a 

comfortable home 

Thee sounds ov COIL 

are like sweet muzak 

to our withered flesh 

This is thee 

beginning ov a grand 

ritual. 
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We take thee TIME ov 

nothing 

We take thee TIME ov 

illusion 

Is this nirvana?? 

Is this satori?? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thee mail network is 

a golden opportunity 
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Many have used it 

before 

And now we are using 

it to our own 

advantage 

You are reading thee 

topography ov magick 

Thee nu embrace ov 

thee TIME we find 

ourselves in 

You may ask yourself: 

IS THIS NIRVANA?? 

IS THIS SATORI?? 
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We are lost now to 

thee illusion ov thee 

dark 

This is demonology at 

work 

Thee spirit of thee 

immortal demons wells 

up in us and we take 

our TIME to wallow in 

their decrepitude 

You may understand 

that GOD is TIME TIME 

is GOD In thee 

Beginning was TIME 

and TIME created thee 

heavens and thee 

earth 
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What do you have but 

TIME?? 

TIME is power!! 

You have thee power 

and you have thee 

TIME!! 

 

 

 

 

Have you ever 

considered thee 

magick presence of 

bridges thee space 

underneath an 

overpass?? 
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You may realise that 

thee world is full ov 

magick symbols 

What is graffiti but 

an attempt to 

recreate thee world 

in one’s own image?? 

There is a space 

there that resounds 

with thee passing ov 

cars 

Wallow in decrepitude 

This is demonology at 

work 

You will realise that 

you are not alone 

even though you may 

feel it 
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Feel thee TIME under 

the bridge 

Feel thee presence of 

WO/MANKIND welling up 

in fluxus 

 

 

 

 

THIS PAMPHLET IS 

MEANT TO BE TAKEN 

LITERALLY 

THEE WORLD IS NOTHING 

BUT ILLUSION 
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You may understand 

that we are a liar by 

trade and this is a 

buch ov lies 

You do not understand 

But you will 

 

 

 

 

This is a difficult 

situation you may not 

understand but TIME 

is on your side 
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Our wolf skin is a 

comfortable home 

Thee sounds of COIL 

are muzak to our ears 

Find your muzak 

Dance to thee beat ov 

your drum 

Are you reeding 

this?? 

You may not 

understand but you 

will 

We make our claim 

upon Thoth thee GOD 

ov writers 

GOD OF LIES 
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WE TAKE YOUR IMAGE 

AND WE SPIT ON IT 

Fluids ov power 

You lie soaked in 

blood and you do not 

respond 

This is an automatic 

message 

We believe in thee 

power ov Ouija 

There are spirits who 

wish to speak to us 

We are merely a 

conduit 
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THIS IS A BUCH OV 

LIES 

 

 

 

 

 

Think about your 

breakfast 

Did you need to eat 

or did you follow 

thee good government 

propaganda?? 
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How does this affect 

your day?? 

Do you have all thee 

TIME you need?? 

Think again—you are 

called to a higher 

purpose 

This is thee buch to 

set you on your path 

 

 

 

 

We remember a story 

about a murder 
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Boyfriend bashed his 

girl’s brains out 

with a rock 

Said she was asking 

for it  

And she really did 

She said “Bash my 

brains out with a 

rock” 

And he did it 

Is there a moral to 

this story?? 

Only TIME will tell 
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Things are getting 

sinister 

From our cocoon in 

thee coffin 

Thee demons are 

taking hold and we do 

not speak anymore 

We have it on good 

authority that we are 

something ov a poet 

We must embrace our 

nature 

Who is a poet?? 

S/HE IS A MAGICIAN 

We enter this plain 

with authority 
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We have something to 

say and so we say it 

 

 

 

 

We do not recognise 

any authority outside 

ov ourselves 

This is sinister 

We do not wish to be 

caught up in all that 

humdrum way ov 

thinking 

We recognise thee 

authority ov thee 

WILL 
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And it has a right to 

be recognised 

We recognise your 

WILL and see it 

played out in TIME 

DO YOU HAVE ENOUGH 

TIME?? 

Now sit back and ask 

yourself 

Is this nirvana?? 

Is this satori?? 
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LIFE IS A CUT-UP 

This is a fundamental 

understanding 

This is thee world ov 

illusion 

You can slice it any 

way you wish 

 

 

 

 

This is a buch ov 

lies 

All lies are truths 

in themselves 
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We are living our 

truth 

You may not 

understand what it 

means to be us 

But we understand 

 

 

 

 

Think back over your 

childhood 

Was there a moment ov 

magick?? 
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Did you conjure up 

something that sticks 

in your brain?? 

We all have our 

moments ov magick 

Thee trick is to 

recognise them for 

what they are 

We have become very 

good at recognising 

these so-called 

‘coincidences’ and we 

have dedicated 

ourselves to 

replicating them 

Our busses always run 

on time 

We do not forget to 

brush our teeth 
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We ask ourselves 

Is this nirvana?? 

Is this satori?? 

 

 

 

 

 

We do not appreciate 

being told what to do 

Not even by ourselves 

We simply take stock 

of our own affairs 

and become the master 

ov them 
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Are you thee master 

ov your domain?? 

Perhaps you can 

arrange things so you 

are 

Ask yourself: Do I 

need or want to 

work?? 

What do I want for 

breakfast?? 

It begins with the 

little things 

And very soon you 

have taken back 

CONTROL ov your life 

This is thee essence 

of fyre 
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This is thee essence 

of thee nu way ov 

thinking 

Return to your 

underpass and make a 

ritual there 

You may be surprised 

at thee results!! 

 

 

 

 

We have bunkered 

ourselves in 

There is little left 

ov thee outside world 
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We are living in an 

underpass 

Resounding with thee 

sounds ov WO/MEN 

This is power 

This is thee nu way 

of thinking 

You may be asked to 

join this temple 

Hold hands and see if 

you can think what we 

are thinking 

It is a simple 

psychick experiment 

Join hands with 

everybody in thee 

group 
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Close your eyes and 

try to think what 

thee others are 

thinking 

Now everybody stops 

and draws a picture 

How similar are your 

drawings 

Did you make a 

psychick connection?? 

No matter, these 

things take TIME and 

determination 

Our first psychick 

experience was hard 

won 

We do not remember 

how it happened 
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But we do know that 

it did happen 

 

 

 

 

Remember this is a 

world ov illusion 

 

 

 

 

Remember this is a 

buch ov lies 
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What is thee first 

lie?? 

That is for you to 

find out 

Now stop and ask 

yourself 

Is this nirvana?? 

Is this satori?? 

 

IS THIS JUST ANOTHER 

IN A LONG SERIES OV 

LIES??? 
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We must face up to 

our lies 

We must face up to 

our lives 

Is this thee finger 

ov CONTROL 

Or is this just 

TIME?? 
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You have thee power 

to change things at 

WILL 

Make sure you use 

this power wisely 

If you see thee 

buddha, kill thee 

buddha 

 

Move forwards with 

thee fyre 

Anoint your works 

with thee bodily 

fluids 

Consecrate them to 

thee gods ov your 

desire 
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Do not finish with 

thee truth 

Write your own buch 

ov lies 

 

 

GO FORTH AND LIE 

THIS IS A UNIVERSE OV 

ILLUSION 

BEGIN YOUR LYING NOW 

GO FORTH AND PROSPER 

THIS IS YOUR ONLY 

HOPE 
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